
 

To support the children’s learning of spellings at home, we have decided to continue breaking them down into 

small chunks of spellings which will be tested during the term. We have found that this is supportive and the 

children enjoy learning, practising and investigating spellings.  While learning specific words each week is not 

always of long term benefit for all children, we know that some words are important representations of the 

pattern and are particularly useful. 

The children will be assessed on these specific words, but not exclusively because we are aiming for an 

understanding that is embedded rather than short-term memorisation.  

Children will be tested every Friday and the spelling assessment can be found in their home learning book, 

therefore home learning books need to be handed in on Fridays.  Please do talk to your child about spelling and 

whether they matched the goal you had set with them at home.  Some Fridays the children will need to 

complete a spelling test for our school records, therefore you won’t find these assessments in their home 

learning books. 

In addition, key words can also be learnt at home. Please see the list attached titled ‘Spelling list Years 3 and 

4’. 

 

  

Term 5 Weekly spellings 

Week 1 
WC: 25.4.22 

Assessment Words Set 1 
woman, remember, prefer, believe, heard, bicycle, eight, groan, address, accident 

Week 2 
WC: 2.5.22 
 

Assessment Words Set 2 
opposite, regular, calendar, scene, enormous, injection, gardener, trouble, pleasure, disobey  

Week 3 
WC: 9.5.22 
 
 

Words beginning with the prefix re- 
Refresh, reuse, refill, remove, review  
Re- (again) 
Reflect, retreat, resume, rehearse, reduce 
 
And other similar words 

Week 4 
WC: 16.5.22 
 
 

Words beginning with the prefix sub- 
Subconscious, sub-zero, subway, subject, subdivide, submarine, submerge, subheading, 
submission, subscription, suburb, subtract 
And other similar words 

Week 5 
WC: 23.5.22 
 
 

Adding –een, -ty and –th onto numbers 
Twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety 
Thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen 
Twentieth, thirtieth, fortieth, fiftieth, sixtieth, seventieth, eightieth, ninetieth 
 



 


